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Speak Up ! Module 3 � week 1
Post your questions and thoughts

ANONYMOUS 11/19/23 7�52PM

Chol Dut 
When the child is sick and can't feel to 
eat anything or breastfeed, what can be 
an immediate action for this situation? 

0 0

ANONYMOUS 11/15/23 11�59AM

Diffa-NIGER REPUBLIC
ADDITIONAL ACTIVITY FOR MODULE 3
Activity: Compare major causes of death among 
children under 5 for Nigeria and one developed country?

Answer:

Causes of death among children under 
5 in Nigeria in the year 2000 are:

1: Enteric infections
2: Respiratory infections & TB
3: Maternal & neonatal.

Causes of death among children 
under 5 in Nigeria in the year 2019 are:

1: Maternal & neonatal 
2: Enteric infections 
3: Respiratory infections & TB.

Enteric infections is not the leading causes of death 
among children under 5 in 2019 as it was in 2000.

And for United Kingdom (UK)

Causes of death among children 
under 5 in United Kingdom
in the year 2000 are:

1: Maternal & neonatal2
2: Other non-communicable
3: Respiratory infections & TB

The causes of death among children under 
5 in United Kingdom in the year 2019 are:

1: Maternal & neonatal
2: Other non-communicable
3: Respiratory infections & TB

This means that Maternal & neonatal problem 
remains the leading cause of deaths of children 
under 5 in United Kingdom between 2000 & 2019
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ANONYMOUS 11/14/23 11�39PM

Susan Abeny Garang 
1. What is the actual treatment for 
diarrheal disease caused by viral infection?

2.What is the average number of hours of sleep 
for good performance of a child of 6-10 years?
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ANONYMOUS 11/14/23 10�21AM

MOHAMMED HASSAN 
IS IT TREU THAT WHEN SOME ONE IS INFECTED 
WITH MALARIA AN INFECTED MOSQUITO 
COULD BE INFECTED BY SUCKING HIS BLOOD 
AND CAN ALSO TRANSMIT IT TO NON 
INFECTED PERSON? THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT 
PLEASE I WILL HAVE WISH TO HEAR FROM YOU

0 0

ANONYMOUS 11/14/23 10�10AM

MOHAMMED HASSAN 
I WILL HAVE WISH IF I COULD HAVE A SOFT COPY 
OF ALLL OUR LESSONS SO THAT I COULD PRINT 
IT OUT FOR FUTURE NEEDS IF POSSIBLE PLEASE 
    DO DIARRHEA PHEUMONIA AND 
MALARIA ALSO AFFECT YOUR CHILD IN 
EUROP? IF NOT WHY THEN IN AFRICA? 

0 0

ANONYMOUS 11/14/23 10�00AM

MOHAMMED HASSSAN 
1 What is the cause of diarrhea in children
2 our people beleive that children at the period of 
removing out milk teeth tend to have diarrhea 
and i have seen that happening but i never believe 
as they did: but i dont know actually the cause of 
it; i will have wish if you will explain this for me
3 Is it not cholera that lead to children diarrhea 
4 last time i ask how do drought allowed the 
spread of mosquito but i havent hear from you 
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ANONYMOUS 11/10/23 9�34AM

jude tadeo kamushabe
How do u deal with the asituation where lets the 
outbreak of cholera in that area is very remote from the 
service providers ,very hostile and very drug addicted ?
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ANONYMOUS 11/10/23 9�26AM

kamushabe jude tadeo
which advise do u give to families which are so cultural 
on matters of feeding like some family members donot 
eat �sh,or any meat and others donot completely eggs 
because of their cultural and family beliefs? Also some 
members of certain community donot use latrines ,and  
many people in acertain community believe diarrhoea is 
the result of disobedience from their ancestral gods 
hence people are dieying and spreading the menace to 
the community moreover elders convene meetings upon 
such challenge while sayinfg same issues of misconduct 
from the society members,
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DUPERTUISF 11/9/23 12�23PM

Qasem AlAli
What are the causes of chronic diarrhea that lasts 
more than tow weeks. Does it occur due to not 
receiving treatment or something like that causing 
the acute to become chronic Or the cause of the 
diarrhea is essential causing chronic diarrhea

1 0

DUPERTUISF 11/9/23 12�22PM

Chacha Nyadung Thangko
how can I differentiate a child sufferring 
from pneumonia and tuberculosis since there 
signs and symptoms are almost the same?

0 0

DUPERTUISF 11/9/23 12�22PM

Bashir Mohaz
How can I advice a parent with a misconception 
about acute diarrhea to her child?

0 0

DUPERTUISF 11/9/23 12�22PM

Difan Suleiman, inzone kakuma
What is the best way for a caregiver 
to handle a fever in a young child?

0 0

ANONYMOUS 11/8/23 12�12AM

Micah Idriss Ayub: Kakuma Inzone
1:) What happens if mother/caretaker feed 
the under 6 months  child with pure water?
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2:) Why is it that pneumonia is common in 
children? Is their no way for a child to survive 
without been infected with pneumonia?
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